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theres this really great qgis tutorial blog that has some good tidbits in it. it should be possible to map a polygon for just one point, just make a polygon with a point. then when you hit the tool, it knows to
use the polygon, not the point. it might be the best tutorial ever written. but it misses some important points. youve got to generate a.dbf. this will get rid of point files. but then you need a "fill shapefiles
and.dbf files" tool. then youll have to auto-generate the polygon. this really really sucks. it doesnt allow you to define a radius. its not possible to also see multiple options. thank you for sharing. i will
have to try using the software. however, i still maintain that arcgis is the best. i have been using it for 10 years. that is when the heyday of arcgis i believe was or maybe i should say arcdesktop was
around and in many ways it still holds an edge. of course, i have bought in at a later date, i have not regretted, but i still believe that arcgis is the best for a gis software come on, just because some
software has a license that has a few quirks dont knock it, just because some software is free doesnt mean that its crap. if it is not free with a license that is the finest software in the world i have no
doubt that qgis is a fine software. it has all the capabilities of a major player in the market and its free. arcgis is also free, but the post 2013, they have taken its best features and added them to arcgis
online. its a revelation for many new users. why is arcgis so much more popular than qgis? its like why is linux more popular than windows. there are no answers, its purely preference. some love it, some
hate it. there are those who dont like linux yet its their main os. there are those who dont use linux at all. arcgis makes it easy for people who dont know anything about gis to use it. most of the "pro"
level software such as autocad, paintshop pro etc, those guys know what they are talking about. they have been with that software for years and years. they have to master it. and they dont master qgis
in a day or so. they have to study and figure it out. some of them dont like arcgis because they love their other favorite software
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